PCR —

What is PCR and what does it stand for?
PCR stands for Polymerase Chain Reaction.
In Real-Time PCR, the purified DNA from
a wine sample is amplified many times and
compared by fluorescence in real time to a
unique sequence of DNA isolated from an
organism such as Brettanomyces or Pediococcus. The approximate concentration of
that organism in the original sample can be
estimated from the rate at which the copies
of the sequence are generated in the sample.
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How does PCR compare to traditional
culture plating?
Compared to traditional culture plating,
which takes a week for results to be
available, PCR results are available in
24 hours or less.
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NEED AN EXPERT WINEMAKER ON YOUR STAFF ?
INEMAKING CONSULTANTS CAN BE LIFESAVERS.

Whether
providing help when adding a varietal to your portfolio, building a
new winery or just starting from scratch, a consultant can offer valuable
advice, guidance and a lot of reassurance along the path to making great
wines. Even with experience, there are still times when you find yourself
in uncharted territories and need a second opinion or help with an issue.
Vinquiry Mini Consults are a way to discuss an issue with an experienced
winemaker without breaking the bank.

What steps should I take to make
sure I submit a good sample to Vinquiry?
PCR Analysis requires 50mL of sample.
In order to ensure that the sample is
representative of the wine, it is best to
sample after stirring or racking. Please
send samples in plastic containers only.

Wine Improvement Reviews
are designed to help you take
a fresh look at specific areas
of your winemaking process
with the guidance of our
experienced winemakers.
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Is “… because we’ve
always done it that
way,” good enough?
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Spend one hour to update
procedures and make sure
they align with stylistic goals,
improve and streamline
practices, or identify the
issues standing between
you and making better wines.
Visit vinquiry.com/consulting
for more information on
Winemaking Reviews and
start improving your wines!

Need an expert winemaker? (Otherwise known as: How do I treat
that sulfide stink? Sigh…When to press?)
Wine style choices plague every winemaker and expertise in every area
of winemaking is a valuable commodity. Vinquiry has harnessed this
expertise in the availability of staff winemakers and new consulting
services. Staff winemakers, each with over 20 years of experience in
winemaking, are now available with a phone call to Vinquiry. Each
staff winemaker can help walk you through fermentation issues, cellar
actions, and bottling problems, just to name a few.
What is the process?
Sometimes 15 minutes is all it takes to get an answer to a problem and
determine the next steps. Mini Consults are quick, question and answer
sessions meant to address your most pressing winemaking needs without
spending the big bucks to hire that consultant. Ask a specific question
and get an answer from a Vinquiry staff winemaker for $30.
What are the questions?
While Vinquiry enologists, chemists and product specialists answer
questions on laboratory results and product selection at no charge,
winemaking style choices or cellar actions need further attention.
The following are examples of the types of questions that can be
addressed in a Mini Consult. This is just a snapshot of the types of
questions Vinquiry’s staff winemakers are able to answer, so feel free
to try and challenge us with your specific problem.
1) Can you help me with my fermentation?
For example: How do I treat moldy/Botrytised fruit? When do I press
or how do I handle press fractions? How can I get my stuck
fermentation restarted? How do I treat this off-aroma that has surfaced?
2) What do I do now?
For example: How do I translate my analytical results into cellar
actions? What can I do when my juice won’t settle? How can I solve
my pinking issue? My wine has Brett, what’s the next step?
(continued on next page)
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